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Abstract

In this paper, we present a two fluid mixing model based on hyperbolic equations
having complete state variables (velocity, pressure, temperature) for each fluid.
The numerical algorithm is an extension of a front tracking method from micrody-
namics to macrodynamics. The numerical results are validated by comparison to
the incompressible limit.

1 Introduction

Fluid mixing is important to science and technology, for example in the evolution
of supernova explosions, pipeline flow and the performance of inertial confine-
ment fusion reactors; it is important to the description of natural phenomena, as in
meteorological temperature inversion driven updrafts and the geological evolution
of salt dome formations. We are concerned with the dynamic growth of a thin
mixing layer formed at the interface between two fluids, and embedded in a larger
flow field. Random perturbations on the interface grow due to fluid instabilities
and evolve into a complex flow microstructure, to give rise to the mixing zone.
We are here concerned with acceleration driven mixing. The averaging process
used to define the model equations can be thought of as a local spatial or temporal
average, or as an ensemble average, with respect to an ensemble of random initial
conditions. Often time, we are interested in macro property of mixing. The spatial
averaging process will transform multidimensional complex microphysics (such
as those in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) to one-dimensional macrophysics. The main benefit
of averaging is to save the computational time enormously.

The derivation of averaged equations leads to undefined averages of products
or nonlinear functions of the primitive variables. These quantities must be mod-
eled, i.e. expressed approximately as a function of the averaged flow quantities
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directly, to close the system of equations. The closure used here is based on an as-
sumed absence of internal length scales within the mixing zone, which is a mixing
zone homogeneity assumption. It assumes independent thermodynamic variables
(pressures and temperatures) for each phase, in addition to independent velocities.
Its applicability includes rapid acceleration driven mixing processes for a chunk
flow regime. We refer to [3] and the references therein for more information on
this model and its closure assumptions.

2 A Two Pressure Two Fluid Flow Model

Within each realization the evolution of the interface is chaotic; at time t, the same
space point may be occupied by fluid 1 or fluid 2, depending upon the position of
the interface in that realization. Several realizations lead to the consideration of a
mixed zone of fluids where, on average, one finds fluid k at a given point p only
a fraction �k � �k�t� p� of the ensemble total. Clearly, �k � � corresponds to a
pure fluid region, where there is no mixture at all, a situation that happens away
from the interface of all realizations of the ensemble. Evidently,

�� � �� � � �

We parameterize the fluids by the discrete index k, k � �� �, and let �k, �k,
�vk, pk and ek be the volume fraction, density, velocity, pressure and total energy
of fluid k, respectively. The model we study is defined by the system of equations

�t�k � ��v� � r�k�

�t�k �r � ��k�vk� � ��k
��vk � �v��

�k
� r�k�

�t��k�vk� �r � ��k�vk � �vk� �rpk � ��k�vk
��vk � �v��

�k
� r�k

�
�pk � p��

�k
r�k � �k�g� (1)

�t��kek� �r � ��kek�vk� �r � �pk�vk� � ��kek
��vk � �v��

�k
� r�k

�
��p�v�� � p��vk � �pk�vk�

�k
� r�k

��k�vk � �g�

proposed in [15, 16, 3]. Here, �g is the gravity and �v�, p� and �p�v�� represent
averages to be modeled by a closure expression,

�v� � �v��v� � �v��v�� (2)

p� � �p�p� � �p�p�� (3)

�p�v�� � �p
�
p��v� � ��� �p

�
� �v��p��v� � �v�p��v�� (4)

The coefficients �vk and �pk can be proved quite generally to define convex sums,
so that �q� � �q� � �, �qk � �, q � v� p [17]. These coefficients are assumed to
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depend on the volume fraction �k and t only. Boundary conditions at the edge of
the mixing zone imply

�qk�t� �k� �
�k

�k � dqk�t��k�

� q � v� p� (5)

where k� � �� k is the complimentary index to k and the d’s satisfy dq�d
q
� � �.

Restricting the model to one spatial dimension z measuring height, let z �
Zk�t� be the edge of the mixing zone where �k vanishes. As a convention, the
pure fluid region for fluid 1 will be located above the pure fluid region for fluid 2.
Henceforth, we will assume that the mixing zone is expanding at both edges, i�e�,
����k �Zk�t� � �, and set Vk � j �Zk�t�j. In one spatial dimension, the constitutive
factor dvk was shown [19] to be a z-dependent ratio of volume creation terms for the
two multiphase species, independent of any closure assumptions. As a condition
of closure, we assume dvk is independent of z, and obtain

dvk�t� �

Z Z
k�

Zk

�vk�

�z
�

�

�k�

Dk��k�

Dt
dz

Z Z
k�

Zk

�vk
�z

�
�

�k

Dk�k
Dt

dz

� (6)

Refer to [14]. Here Dk�Dt � ���t � vk���z denotes the phase k convective
derivative. The formula (6) defines the constitutive law as a function of the solu-
tion variables. In the weakly compressible limit, a perturbative analysis [19, 14]
is applied to (6). This analysis supplies new information on incompressible pres-
sures, which appear in second order in the Mach number in this expansion. From
this analysis, we see [19] that underdetermination of the incompressible pressure
is resolved by information supplied from the weakly compressible theory. The
choice for the pressure closure

dpk � �k���k (7)

appears quite naturally.
The system (1) is missing one condition at each edge z � Zk�t� of the mixing

zone. Each missing condition is associated with a missing characteristic at the Zk

boundary. For the fluid with vanishing �k, the sonic characteristic entering from
the �k � � side is missing. This missing information is supplied by the edge
acceleration, 	Zk�t�.

The mixing zone edge information will be supplied through a phenomenolog-
ical buoyancy drag ODE to specify the edge accelerations,

����k
d�Zk�t�

dt�
� Ag �

�k�

�k � �k�

Ck

V �
k

jZkj
� (8)

where the Atwood number A � �����
�����

. Equations of the general form (8) are
known as buoyancy-drag equations, and have been considered by a number of au-
thors [1, 4, 6, 23].
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3 The Front Tracking Algorithm

The numerical algorithm presented in this section is the extension of the front
tracking algorithm [12, 8, 9, 11, 10, 18] to the two fluid mixture model (1). The
front tracking method has been successfully applied to complex microphysical sys-
tem, such as three dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor unstable random interface (Fig. 1)
and shock driven spherical mixing (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: A three dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor unstable interface. The calculation
began as a plane perturbed connected interface. By the time shown in the figure,
bifurcations has detached numerous blobs of material from the original interface.

Front tracking is a numerical method in which selected waves are explicitly
represented in the discrete form of the solution. Examples include shock waves,
contact discontinuities, and material interfaces. Other waves, such as leading and
trailing edges of rarefaction waves, have continuous states but jumps in their first
derivatives. Tracked waves are propagated using the appropriate equations of mo-
tion for the given model. For example, if the system of equations consists of a set
of hyperbolic conservation laws, ut �r � f � h, then the instantaneous velocity s
of a discontinuity surface satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, s 
u� � 
f � �n.
Here n is the unit normal to the discontinuity surface. During a time step propaga-
tion, the type of a wave, and the flow field in a neighborhood of the wave determine
a local time integrated velocity for each point on the wave in the direction normal
to the wave front. Wave propagation consists of moving each point a distance s�t
in the normal direction as well as computing the time updated states at the new po-
sition. Tracking preserves the mathematical structure of the discontinuous waves
by maintaining the discrete jump at the wave front, thus eliminating numerical dif-
fusion. It also allows for the direct inclusion of the appropriate flow equations for
the wave front in the numerical solution.

A tracked wave, known as a front (or, in 2D, a curve), is a piecewise linear
representation of a physical wave, which is embedded in the underlying finite dif-
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of the growth of instability in a randomly perturbed
axisymmetric SF� sphere driven by an imploding shock wave in the air.

ference rectangular grid. A curve (or front) is a set of piecewise linear segments,
called bonds. Each bond connects two points located at its two ends. Stored with
each point are two states to represent the discontinuity across the wave. An orien-
tation is given along the curve so that we may speak of the left and right states at
a point. Propagation of the front can be defined as updating the position of each
point on the front and updating the corresponding left and right states associated to
it at a new time t��t. Operator splitting, in the rotated tangential normal coordi-
nate system ��T � �N�, allows separate propagation steps in directions normal to and
tangent to the front. The tangential propagation is performed on each side of the
front followed by the normal propagation. Since the solution is smooth during the
tangential propagation, a convenient finite difference scheme, such as MUSCL,
can be used to update the states at each point on the front. Notice that tangential
propagation of points on the front is equivalent to remeshing of the front, in the
limit �t � �, so it is not essential to move these points during the tangential
update.

On the computational domain we find a fixed rectangular computational grid,
and an independently gridded lower dimensional front. This front is comprised of
the mixing zone edges. Its mesh size is of the order of magnitude of the spacing in
the rectangular grid. The complement of the front consists of either single phase
or two phase fluids. Fluid states are assumed to vary smoothly within the closure
of each component.

The data for the numerical solution consist of a (single or two phase) fluid state
attached to every gridblock center, representing the average fluid state in the block
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and a (single or two phase) fluid state at each of the two sides of the front at any
front grid point. These data, together with the choice of an interpolation method,
determine the (single or two phase) fluid state at any point in any component, and
thus the numerical solution.

Our approach to update the states in the interior region is to use the dimen-
sional splitting method by decomposing the equations of motion into x and y com-
ponents, and then to apply standard finite difference methods in each directional
component. For example, our current implementation includes the Lax-Wendroff
method [22] and the MUSCL scheme [5, 2] in the x and y direction. We report a
detailed implementation of the front tracking algorithm in [12, 13].

4 Convergence to the Incompressible Limit

The incompressible limit of the single phase compressible Euler equations has
been studied theoretically in higher space dimensions [7, 20, 21]. The multiphase
flow case, in contrast, presents additional difficulties, so that even one dimensional
multiphase flow is nontrivial. We rely here on the one dimensional multiphase flow
analysis with a uniformly valid asymptotic expansion obtained previously [19].
The difference p��p� between the pressures of the two fluids is the most sensitive
of the primitive variables in the equations, as we see when studying convergence
in the incompressible limit.

Assume that the two compressible fluids are described by polytropic equations
of state,

pk � ��Ak�
�k
k � (9)

The entropy of fluid k is given by Ak�� � ��Ak. The incompressible limit is
obtained as ���. In this section, we assume isentropic flow, so that the Ak are
constant.

By [19], the state variables and constitutive parameters admit an expansion of
the form

�k � ��k �O������

vk � v�k �O������

�k � ��k �O������

pk � ��p�k � p�k �O������

where the superscript� indicates the incompressible solution.
The configuration to feature in our validation study is described as follows.

Suppose a slab of heavy fluid of density �� lies beneath a slab of light fluid of
density �� 	 ��, separated by an interface. This configuration is then accelerated
downwards with an acceleration larger than the earth gravity, effectively reversing
the direction of gravity. In the following, the fluids occupy a container 
�� �� �

��� �� with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. We impose
zero velocity conditions at the upper boundary z � ��� and constant pressure
conditions at the lower boundary z � ���� for our incompressible calculations.
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Figure 3: Convergence of the volume fraction of light fluid to the analytical in-
compressible solution at t � ��� as ���.

Figure 4: Convergence of the scaled velocities to the analytical incompressible
solution as � � �. Here t � ���. Left: light (upper) fluid, Right: heavy (lower)
fluid.
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Figure 5: Convergence of the pressure difference within the mixing zone to the
analytical incompressible solution as ���. Here t � ���.

For the compressible calculations, we impose a rigid wall at the top, z � ���,
and outflow boundary conditions connecting to a fixed ambient state at z � ����.
Our simulations are performed for various � values by applying the front tracking
algorithm in the previous section. Our numerical results are shown in Figs. 3, 4
and 5.

Figs. 3 and 4 display convergence of the volume fraction �� and the scaled
velocities vk�Vk to the incompressible limit as ���, for �� � ���� �� ��� .
Here V� (V�) is the magnitude of bubble (spike) velocity. We plot the curves p��p�
and p�� � p�� for t � ��� in Fig. 5, for �� � ���� �� ��� . This figure estab-
lishes the convergence of the pressure difference to the incompressible solution as
���.

5 Conclusions

We have present a two pressure model (1) for the chunk mix multiphase flow cou-
pled to a phenomenological law (8) for the motion of the edges of the mixing layer.
A front tracking algorithm for the two pressure multiphase model (1) is introduced
together with a validation study under the convergence of our numerical solutions
to the incompressible limit.
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